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We need to understand how signals are perceived; furthermore, signallers’ behaviours are

based on their estimates of how perceivers will interpret their messages.

— “Interview with Robert Jervis,” Balzacq (2004)

1 Overview

This supplemental material presents the formal results of two extensions I discussed in
the main text.

2 Extension: broader definition of audience costs

The analysis so far assumes that C does not incur audience costs from backing down
if she has not challenged D at the outset of the game. However, one could argue that,
even in the absence of the initial commitment, C would incur audience costs if she backs
down. If, in particular, D publicly resists, misperceiving C’s threat when it actually does
not exist, such an act itself may be perceived as a challenge against C although D is a
status-quo power and defensively minded. In this event, C can be perceived as suffering
diplomatic humiliation by backing down even if there is nothing to back down from. This
modification leads to two changes in the equilibrium:

1. The semi-separating equilibrium remains intact except for one minor modification:
D’s optimal resistance rate is now one (r∗ = 1). This implies that the semi-
separating equilibrium does not depend on aC , and it exists for any aC ≥ 0. More
specifically, D chooses r to make the irresolute-type indifferent so that EUC(CH) =
EUC(SQ), or

θ(r(−aC) + (1− r)) + (1− θ)(−aC) = θ(−aC) + (1− θ)[r(−aC) + (1− r)].
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Solving for r yields

r = 1 ≡ r∗.

This implies that EUD(RS1) ≥ EU1(CD1), or q1 ≤ q∗1 . From the analysis in the
main text, we know that the condition q1 ≤ q∗1 holds if

θ >
1

2
and wD < −aD.

This leaves us with two possible strategies for D: (RS1, RS2) and (RS1, CD2).
However, the strategy (RS1, CD2) cannot be an equilibrium because its incentive
compatibility for the resolute type requires that θ < 1

2
. This is a contradiction

with the requirement θ > 1
2
we just derived above for q1 ≤ q∗1. This means that the

irresolute type’s optimal bluffing rate b∗ is derived from the q1 = q∗1, and b∗ also
implies wD < −aD for any θ > 1

2
.

2. The second change is that the equilibrium probability of war slightly increases in
the separating equilibrium. This is due to the fact that the modified payoffs elim-
inates D’s incentive to concede (CD1) when he perceives a threat. Hence, given
the separating signals, D’s strategy is (RS1, RS2) for any θ (including θ < 1

2
), any

aD ≥ 0, and any wC < 0.

Note, however, that the equilibrium behavior and outcome remain the same. To
see this, notice that since (RS1, RS2) is D’s equilibrium strategy, another strategy
(CD1, RS2) is no longer part of the separating equilibrium because for the resolute-
type, incentive compatibility requires θ > 1

2
for wC < 1, while incentive compatibil-

ity for the irresolute type requires θ < 1
2
for −aC ≤ 1. These two conditions on θ

are contradictory and do not hold simultaneously.

To see this more formally, given (RS1, RS2), for the resolute-type to challenge, it
must be that EUC(CH) ≥ EUC(SQ), or

θ · wC + (1− θ)wC ≥ θ · wC + (1− θ) · wC

wC ≥ wC .

which always holds. On the other hand, for the irresolute-type to challenge, it must
be that EUC(SQ) ≥ EUC(CH), or

θ · −aC + (1− θ)(−aC) ≥ θ · −aC + (1− θ) · −aC

−aC ≥ −aC .

Strategy (RS1, RS2) also requires that

q1 ≤ q∗1, and

q2 ≤ q∗2.
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Condition q1 ≤ q∗1 implies (from Proposition 4 and its proof)

pθ

pθ + (1− p)(1− θ)
≤

1 + aD

1− wD

p ≤
(1 + aD)(1− θ)

θ(1− wD)− (2θ − 1)(1 + aD)
.

Since p > 0 and the numerator is always positive, it must be that

θ(1− wD)− (2θ − 1)(1 + aD) > 0.

This condition holds if

θ <
1 + aD

1 + wD + 2aD
,

as long as 1 + wD + 2aD > 0.
Similarly, condition q2 ≤ q∗2 implies (from Proposition 4 and its proof)

p(1− θ)

p(1− θ) + (1− p)θ
≤

1 + aD

1− wD

p ≤
(1 + aD)θ

(1− θ)(1− wD)− (1− 2θ)(1 + aD)
.

Since p > 0 and the numerator is always positive, it must be that

(1− θ)(1− wD)− (1− 2θ)(1 + aD) > 0

θ(1 + wD + 2aD) > wD + aD.

Since 1 + wD + aD > 0 (from the condition above), this inequality is satisfied if

θ >
aD + wD

1 + wD + 2aD
,

which, in turn, is satisfied if

aD + wD

1 + wD + 2aD
< 1

wD <
1 + aD

2
.

Combining the conditions on wD, we get

−1 − aD < wD <
1 + aD

2

−1 − aD <
1 + aD

2
aD > −1.
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Combining conditions on θ, we have

aD + wD

1 + wD + 2aD
< θ <

1 + aD

1 + wD + 2aD
aD + wD < 1 + aD

wD < 1.

for 1 + wD + aD > 0, or wD > −1 − aD. In short, the new separating equilibrium
with (RS1, RS2) exists if

aD > max{−1, 2wD − 1},

wD < min{1,
1 + aD

2
}, and

aD + wD

1 + wD + 2aD
< θ <

1 + aD

1 + wD + 2aD
.

The last condition on θ indicates that this separating equilibrium can exist for
broader conditions on θ. The upper bound can be greater than one 1+aD

1+wD+2aD
> 1

for wD < −aD and the lower bound can be less than a half aD+wD

1+wD+2aD
< 1

2
for any

wD < 1.

3 Another Extension: Game is forced to end if D

fails to perceive a threat

When C makes a challenge but D mistakenly does not perceives this challenge, D may
take no further action in response and the game could end.

            1

         SQ           CH

                     2               3 

               Inaccurate         Accurate             Inaccurate Accurate

                 4                     5

                       (0, 1)            (0, 1)

CD           RS                     CD       RS

           6                        7

         (1, 0)                         (1, aD)

BD                       SF                                       BD                      SF

                    (0, 1)               (wC, wD)                            ( aC, 1)               (wC, wD)  

C

N N

D D

C C

Figure 1: Alternative Sequence of Moves with Perceptual Errors

This alternative game structure does not change the result with a minor difference: D’s
optimal rate of resistance r∗ in the semi-separating equilibrium is higher in the modified
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game than in the original game (the pooling and separating equilibria remain unchanged).
However, this change does not alter the main result because the comparative statics on
the original and modified resistance rate, denoted by (r∗modified and r∗original) respectively,
are both increasing in the accuracy of perception θ and decreasing in C’s audience costs
aC .

To derive D’s optimal resistance rate r with a new game structure, note that D picks
r to make the irresolute-type indifferent between CH and SQ: θ(r(−aC)+ (1− r))+ (1−
θ) · 0 = θ · 0 + (1− θ)(r · 0 + (1− r)), or

r =
1− 2θ

1− θ(2 + aC)
≡ r∗.

Note that the upper bound r < 1 requires that the denominator be negative (1 − θ(2 +
aC) < 0; otherwise, r can be greater than 1. The condition 1− θ(2 + aC) < 0 is satisfied
if θ > 1

2+aC
. Because θ < 1, it must be that 1

2+aC
< 1, which is satisfied for any aC > 0.

Since 1 − θ(2 + aC) < 0, the numerator must also be negative (i.e., 1 − 2θ < 0) because
r > 0. And this is satisfied if θ > 1

2
.

All of this suggests that D is more likely to resist in the modified semiseparating
equilibrium than in the semiseparating equilibrium of the original game. That is,

r∗modified > r∗original

1− 2θ

1− θ(2 + aC)
>

1− θ(2 + aC) + aC

1− θ(2 + aC)
.

A comparative statics result shows that both of these r∗ functions are increasing in θ and
decreasing in aC .

4 Varieties of Misperception

“Misperception” is an umbrella term for varieties of biases when decision makers form
beliefs, process information, interpret signals, or act on their beliefs and preferences. We
can classify the various types of misperception in terms of where in the decision making
process an “error” occurs. As discussed in the article, my analysis focuses on error in the
receiver’s perception of signals.

Another type of misperception turns to social representation theory, which posits that
decision makers can have divergent pre-existing beliefs or worldviews due to their unique
experiences (e.g., childhood). Differences in the worldviews can lead to a disagreement
over the interpretation of events in crisis bargaining (e.g., Moscovici 1988). One promising
modeling approach to this type of misperception would be the non-common prior models,
in which heterogenous prior beliefs can generate divergent posterior beliefs (Morris 1995;
see also Smith and Stam 2004).

A third type of misperception involves an error in processing new information. Political
psychology posits that decision makers do not process information as specified by Bayes’
Rule. Behavioral economists have amassed experimental evidence for this claim (e.g.,
Charness and Levin 2005). Cognitive dissonance theory posits that decision makers are
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Misperception Strategic Problem Rationalist Model Equilibrium

Error in Non-Bayesian Reinforcing 1a S if optimistic
processing (sometimes) learning P if pess
information & cognitive

dissonance Probabilistic 1b P if pess
learning

Error in Perceptual Noisy 2 S
perception uncertainty information P if pess

S-P if pess
Disagreement Asymmetric access Incomplete 4 P if opti
over beliefs to information information S-P if pess

Disagreement on Non-common 3 P if
interpretation of priors S-P if
C’s signaling act

Non-common 3a P if pess
priors with
probabilistic learning

Table 1: Types of Misperception

hesitant to change their prior beliefs if they receive information that is inconsistent with
their beliefs; they will seek to resolve the inconsistency by underestimating or ignoring
incoming information. A rationalist approach would offer a model where posterior beliefs
are correlated with the priors, for instance.

Incomplete information games offer yet another type of misperception, where divergent
posterior beliefs about the state of the world arise from the asymmetric distribution of
(private) information. Some rationalists contend that this incomplete information model
captures misperception (Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow and Zorick 1997; Kim and Bueno de
Mesquita 1995; Wagner 1992).

The model studied in this article does not encompass such variety in misperception.
Each type of misperception requires a specific modeling approach adequately designed
to address the question at hand. Since my analysis is restricted to the consequences
of perceptual errors, my model is designed to analyze how differential interpretation of
signals between decision makers can generate divergent beliefs about the state of the world
in crisis bargaining.

An anonymous referee for other journal requested, and subsequently recommended
against, that I provide an interpretation of the equilibrium in light of each of these types
of misperception.
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4.1 Errors in Belief Updating

This approach is based on the notion that D’s posterior beliefs may be correlated with her
prior beliefs. The motivation for this correlation is a simple insight that prior beliefs are
sticky. Political actors do no process information in a way Bayesian framework indicates.
They err in processing new information (Charness and Levin 2005).

Cognitive dissonance theory (cognitive consistency theory) suggests that individuals
are hesitant to change their prior beliefs. If individuals receive information that is incon-
sistent with their own pre-existing beliefs, they will seek to resolve the inconsistency by
underestimating (or even avoiding) the incoming dissonant information. Two behavioral
consequences are suggested by psychological approach. First, a player tends to skew its
“perception” to reinforce its prior belief.

• Posterior Reinforcing Prior, so that the posterior is correlated with the prior beliefs.
This idea also reflect so-called “assimilation” effects—a positive association between
individuals’ prior assessment of C’s resoluteness and their perception of the incoming
information.

• Pessimistic, that is D’s assessment of C’s resoluteness is sufficiently high, leads to
discounting the posterior when observing a threat.

• Optimistic, that is D’s assessment of C’s resoluteness is sufficiently low, leads to
reinforcing the posterior when observing a threat.

Second, a player selectively perceives the incoming message and actually misperceives it
to reduce dissonance withe the prior beliefs..

• The idea behind this sticky prior belief is that how one’s propensity to use Bayes’
Rule is affected by their psychological bias.

• With probability p, D fails to update its belief and maintain its prior beliefs.

• The parameter ρ is a depreciation rate that measures the impact of psychological
or cognitive biases.

4.1.1 Reinforcing Learning Model

D’s decision rule:

• D said to be pessimistic if D’s prior belief about C’s resolve is sufficiently high such
that p > 1+aD

1−wD
.

• D said to be optimistic if D’s prior belief about C’s resolve is sufficiently low such
that p ≤ 1+aD

1−wD
.

In this model, I assume that pessimistic D will overestimate the resoluteness of C if it
received a challenge, while it underestimates (or ignore) the challenge if it is optimistic.

• Separating Equilibrium:
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– When the high type makes a challenge, while the low type keeps the status
quo, we have

{

q = 1 if pessimistic p > 1+aD
1−wD

q = p if optimistic p ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

(1)

– D’s problem:

1. Pessimistic D plays CD. If so, then the low type has an incentive to deviate
from this conjectured separating strategy.

2. Optimistic D plays RS (because p ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

).

– C’s best response:

1. Note that because the prior distribution, p, is common knowledge, C knows
if D is pessimistic or optimistic. Also note that even if C and D do not
share the prior so that they agree to disagree on the initial assessment of
C’s resoluteness, C learns if D is resolved or not when it sees D’s response
to C’s initial move (though this posterior belief has immaterial for C’s best
response).

2. At any rate, neither type of C has an incentive to deviate from its signaling
behavior if optimistic D plays RS.

– Hence, the separating equilibrium exists if p ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

. This equilibrium would
not exist unless optimistic D suffers from cognitive dissonance.

• Pooling Equilibrium:

– The pooling equilibrium exists if p > 1+aD
1−wD

• Semi-Pooling Equilibrium:

– This case becomes the separating equilibrium.

– Posterior beliefs:
{

q = p

p+(1−p)·b
if pessimistic

q = p if optimistic
(2)

– D’s problem: Pessimistic D’s best response remains the same as in the baseline
model, so it resists with probability 1

1+aC
. Optimistic D’s best response is to

RS with probability 1.

– C’s best response: Given D’s best response, the low type of C must choose b

that induces D’s posterior belief that rationalizes D’s best response.

1. In the case of pessimistic D’s, C sets b so that D is indifferent between RS
and CD. The preliminary result indicates that D is indifferent when q =
1+aD
1−wD

. Since the Bayesian beliefs must be consistent with the strategies, it
must be that

p

p+ (1− p)b
=

1 + aD

1− wD
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in equilibrium. Solving for b yields:

b∗ =
−p(wD + aD)

(1− p)(1 + aD)
.

Note that since wD < 0 by assumption, LHS is positive and could be
greater than 1. But, by definition, b ∈ (0, 1), which implies −p(wD+aD)

(1−p)(1+aD )
< 1.

Hence, there is a semi-pooling equilibrium ifD is pessimistic or if p < 1+aD
1−wD

.
However, this condition is not consistent with the fact thatD is pessimistic,
that is p > 1+aD

1−wD

. Hence, the semi-separating equilibrium does not exist.

2. When optimistic D fails to update her belief because of her optimistic
bias, D will play RS with probability one. Given this, the lower type must
pick b so that neither player has an incentive to deviate from this strategy.
Since the lower type will receive the payoff of −aC if D resists its challenge,
the lower type’s best response is b∗ = 0. This suggests that there is no
non-zero probability of bluffing b > 0 that is consistent with D’s posterior
belief q = p. Hence, no PBE if p ≤ 1+aD

1−wD
.

4.1.2 Probabilistic Learning Model

In the second modeling strategy to capture the psychological error in belief updating
is that D’s cognitive dissonance is determined (exogenously) by her initial beliefs. The
likelihood of the failure to update belief is correlated with D’s initial assessment (or prior
belief) of C’s resoluteness. Specifically, I assume that upon receiving a threat, D updates
her belief via Bayes’ rule with probability p and D fails to update her belief and hence
maintains the prior belief with probability 1− p.

While types of C differ along their resoluteness, types of D differ in their ability of
learning.

• Posterior beliefs: Let q denote D’s subjective probability that C is resolute type so
that wC ≥ −aC , where

– With probability p, D updates its belief so that

q = Pr(wC ≥ −aC |Ch).

– With probability 1− p, D discounts the signal so that

q = p.

• Separating Equilibrium:

– When the high type makes a challenge, while the low type keeps the status
quo, we have

{

q = 1 with probability p

q = p with probability 1− p
(3)
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– D’s problem: If p ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

, D will CD with probability p and RS with proba-

bility 1− p. If p > 1+aD
1−wD

, D will always CD. This is because:

1. With probability p, D plays CD. If so, then the low type has an incentive
to deviate from this conjectured separating strategy.

2. With probability 1− p, D plays RS if p ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

and CD otherwise.

– C’s best response:

1. If p ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

D plays RS probabilistically while by subgame perfection each
type of C has a dominant action if D resists.

(a) Consequently, the expected utility for the lower type of C from this
separating equilibrium is uC(CH) = p · 1 + (1 − p)(−aC). This type
has no incentive to deviate if this expected utility is at least as good
as its status quo payoff of zero. This condition hods iff

uC(CH) ≤ uC(SQ)

p · 1 + (1− p)(−aC) ≤ 0. (4)

This condition suggests that the separating equilibrium exists if

p ≤
aC

1 + aC
or aC ≤

p

1− p
.

(b) The expected utility for the higher type of C from this separating
equilibrium is uC(CH) = p ·1+(1−p)(wC). This type has no incentive
to deviate if this expected utility is at least as good as its status quo
payoff of zero. This condition hods iff

uC(CH) ≤ uC(SQ)

p · 1 + (1− p)(wC) ≤ 0. (5)

This condition suggests that the separating equilibrium exists if

p ≥
−wC

1− wC

or wC ≥
−p

1− p
.

Note that these two conditions together imply that this separating equi-
librium if −wC

1−wC
≤ p ≤ aC

1+aC
. This condition requires that −wC

1−wC
≤ aC

1+aC
, or

wC ≥ −aC . This implies that the separating equilibrium exists if all types
of C are resolved to fight. This contradicts the signaling strategy that is
supposed to separate between the resolute and irresolute types. Hence,
the separating equilibrium cannot exist if pD ≤ 1+aD

1−wD
.

2. If p > 1+aD
1−wD

, D plays CD, then the low type has an incentive to deviate

from this separating strategy. Hence, no PBE p > 1+aD
1−wD

.

• Pooling Equilibrium:
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– Both types of C will challenge the status quo:

{

q = p with probability p

q = p with probability 1− p
(6)

Hence, this is the same as in the baseline model.

• Semi-Pooling Equilibrium:

– Posterior bliefs
{

q = p

p+(1−p)·b
with probability p

q = p with probability 1− p
(7)

– D’s problem: If p ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

, D will always RS with probability 1− p and D will

probabilistically RS at the rate of r = 1
1+aC

with probability p. If p > 1+aD
1−wD

, D
will always CD with probability 1 − p and probabilistically resist at the rate
of r = 1

1+aC
with probability 1− p. This is because:

1. With probability 1− p, D plays RS if p ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

and CD if p > 1+aD
1−wD

.

2. With probability p, the equilibrium is the same as the baseline model.
Because the low type mixes its action with probability b, D also mixes its
behavior with probability r. D pick the probability of resistance r so that
the low type of C will be indifferent between CH and SQ in equilibrium:
EUC(CH|low) = EUC(SQ|low), or

r(−aC) + (1− r) · 1 = 0

r =
1

1 + aC
. (8)

– C’s best response: When D fails to update her belief with probability 1 − p,
the lower type will have an incentive to deviate from this signaling strategy.
Hence, no PBE.

4.2 Errors in Perception

4.2.1 Noisy Information Model

This is the current model.

4.3 Non-Common Prior

The private-information setup provides a very flexible modeling platform. Besides the
standard incomplete-information approach, misperception literature has suggested three
variants of the misperception mechanisms: noisy signals to describe errors in perceiving
political acts and events, and heterogenous prior beliefs to describe different world views.
Most game-theoretic applications in the study of crisis bargaining and deterrence assume
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that both the challenger and defender initially have identical prior beliefs. With the stan-
dard signaling approach (with the common-priors assumption), the difference in beliefs
occurs when information is asymmetrically distributed — one state possess information
that the other does not. This information is typically referred to as private information.
We can interpret this difference in beliefs caused by private information as misperception
— i.e., misperception occurs when asymmetric information induces each state behave
differently.

Turning to the non-common prior approach, it is useful to recall that the common-
priors assumption means that each player agrees with the other about the relative likeli-
hood of each possible state in the distribution of states of the world. In this approach, the
differences in beliefs between the players are caused by the asymmetric information—the
differential access to information. Hence, the common-priors assumption means that if
all the players are given the same information, the players’ beliefs about the state of the
world converge (Aumann 1976 “Agreeing to Disagree” in The Annals of Statistics).

This approach focuses on the difference in how states think the world works. In terms
of modeling, this means we assume that the actors possess non-common priors. In the
context of perception and misperception, these states might refer to the probability that
D perceives C’s signal accurately or consistent with C’s interpretation of the signal. It
might be the case that D’s perception is more likely to be consistent with C’s, and so θ is
high. Within this framework, “perception” refers to interpretation so that misperception
is said to occur when states disagree over the interpretation of signaling act. If states
agree on the interpretation of a statement like “this aggression will not stand” means, the
game remains as the same incomplete information game.1.

The non-common-priors approach explains differences in (posterior) beliefs among
players about the states of the world by different by different prior beliefs over the world—
Hence, even if players receive identical signals (and know they have observed identical
signals), they can disagree about states of the world. Psychological approach suggests
that political actors with world views or belief system will interpret the same political
events differently due to the differences in personal background and experiences, etc. The
game begins with the assumption that C and D have different prior beliefs about the
distribution of p, the probability that C is resolved to fight. C holds an different initial
belief than D about the value of p, and C knows that D holds different pre-existing belief
about p. Similarly, D knows that C’s initial beliefs are different from its own. In effect,
holding heterogenous beliefs, C and D agree to disagree about the value of p.

4.3.1 The Non-Common Prior Model

Applying this approach to the present model analyzed in the article, the Non-Common
Prior model has a unique equilibrium which is identical to the unique equilibrium in the
standard incomplete information game. This is because it is only D’s prior belief that
enters the equilibrium analysis. Consequently, the disagreement on the prior belief about
C’s type is inconsequential given the current set-up of the underlying model of crisis
bargaining.

1See (Morris 1995) for a similar approach
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• Prior beliefs

– C believes that Pr(wC ≥ −aC) = pC .

– D believes that Pr(wC ≥ −aC) = pD.
where pC 6= pD. That is, Each receives a private signal about the relative
magnitude of wC relative to −aC . Thus, C and D have different prior beliefs
about whether wC ≥ −aC , the resoluteness (or type) of C.

• The posterior beliefs

– Define q as D’s posterior belief such that q ≡ Pr(wC ≥ −aC |Ch).

• Preliminary: D will RS iff

q ≤
1 + aD

1− wD

.

• Separating equilibrium

– Conjecture: the high type makes the challenge with probability one and the
low type maintains the status quo with probability one.

– The posterior: q = 1.

– D’s problem: Since q = 1 =⇒ q > 1+aD
1−wD

, D will play CD in equilibrium.

– C’s problem: However, if D plays CD, C with wC < −aC (i.e., the low type)
has an incentive to deviated from this conjectured strategy since the low type
could obtain uC(CD) = 1 as opposed to uC(SQ) = 1.

– Hence, there is no separating equilibrium.

• Pooling equilibrium

– Conjecture: both types make the challenge with probability one.

– The posterior: q = pD.

– D’s problem:

1. If q > 1+aD
1−wD

, D will play CD in equilibrium.

2. If q ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

, D will play RS in equilibrium.

– C’s problem: However, if D plays CD, C with wC < −aC (i.e., the low type)
has an incentive to deviated from this conjectured strategy since the low type
could obtain uC(CD) = 1 as opposed to uC(SQ) = 1.

1. If q > 1+aD
1−wD

and hence D plays CD, either low type or high type has an
incentive to deviate.

2. If q ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

and hence D plays RS, the low type has an incentive to deviate
because wC < −a.

– Hence, there is a pooling equilibrium if q = pD > 1+aD
1−wD

.
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• Semi-Pooling equilibrium

– Conjecture: the high type makes the challenge with probability one and the
low type makes a challenge probabilistically. Let b denote this probability.

– The posterior: q = pD
pD+(1−pD)b

.

– D’s problem: Because the low type mixes its action with probability b, D also
mixes its behavior with probability r. D pick the probability of resistance r so
that the low type of C will be indifferent between CH and SQ in equilibrium:
EUC(CH|low) = EUC(SQ|low), or

r(−aC) + (1− r) · 1 = 0

r =
1

1 + aC
. (9)

– C’s problem: the low type chooses b so that D is indifferent between RS and
CD. The preliminary result indicates that D is indifferent when q = 1+aD

1−wD
.

Since the Bayesian beliefs must be consistent with the strategies, it must be
that

pD

pD + (1− pD)b
=

1 + aD

1− wD

in equilibrium. Solving for b yields:

b∗ =
−pD(wD + aD)

(1− pD)(1 + aD)
.

Note that since wD < 0 by assumption, LHS is positive and could be greater
than 1. But, by definition, b ∈ (0, 1), which implies −pD(wD+aD)

(1−pD)(1+aD)
< 1.

– Hence, there is a semi-pooling equilibrium if pD < 1+aD
1−wD

.

4.3.2 The Non-Common Prior Model with Probabilistic Learning

Adding to the non-common prior model the notion of probabilistic learning, I modified
the game so that D updates her belief via Bayes’ rule with probability p and D fails to
update her belief and hence maintains the prior belief with probability 1− p.

• Prior beliefs: C and D have different prior beliefs about the distribution of the
probability that C is resolved to fight, denoted by pi, i ∈ {C,D}. While C does not
observe the private signal received by D, C knows that D holds a different initial
belief about p and its distribution.

– C believes that Pr(wC ≥ −aC) = pC .

– D believes that Pr(wC ≥ −aC) = pD.
where pC 6= pD.

• Posterior beliefs: Let q denote D’s subjective probability that C is resolute type so
that wC ≥ −aC , where
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– With probability pD, D updates its belief so that

q = Pr(wC ≥ −aC |Ch).

– With probability 1− pD, D discounts the signal so that

q = pD.

• Separating Equilibrium:

– When the high type makes a challenge, while the low type keeps the status
quo, we have

{

q = 1 with probability pD

q = pD with probability 1− pD
(10)

– D’s problem: If pD ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

, D will CD with probability pD and RS with

probability 1− pD. If pD > 1+aD
1−wD

, D will always CD. This is because:

1. With probability pD, D plays CD. If so, then the low type has an incentive
to deviate from this conjectured separating strategy.

2. With probability 1− pD, D plays RS if pD ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

and CD otherwise.

– C’s best response:

1. Recall that if pD ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

, D plays RS probabilistically (while by subgame
perfection each type of C has a dominant action if D resists).

(a) Then, the expected utility for the lower type of C from this separating
equilibrium is uC(CH) = pD · 1 + (1 − pD)(−aC). This type has no
incentive to deviate if this expected utility is at least as good as its
status quo payoff of zero. This condition hods iff

uC(CH) ≤ uC(SQ)

pD · 1 + (1− pD)(−aC) ≤ 0.

This condition suggests that the separating equilibrium exists if

pD ≤
aC

1 + aC
or aC ≤

pD

1− pD
. (11)

(b) The expected utility for the higher type of C from this separating
equilibrium is uC(CH) = pD · 1 + (1 − pD)(wC). This type has no
incentive to deviate if this expected utility is at least as good as its
status quo payoff of zero. This condition hods iff

uC(CH) ≤ uC(SQ)

pD · 1 + (1− pD)(wC) ≤ 0.

This condition suggests that the separating equilibrium exists if

pD ≥
−wC

1− wC

or wC ≥
−pD

1− pD
. (12)
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Note that these two conditions for the separating equilibrium when pD ≤
1+aD
1−wD

imply that −wC

1−wC

≤ pD ≤ aC
1+aC

. This condition requires that −wC

1−wC

≤
aC

1+aC
, or wC > −aC . This implies that the separating equilibrium exists if

all types of C are resolved to fight. This contradicts the signaling strategy
that is supposed to separate between the resolute and irresolute types.
Hence, the separating equilibrium cannot exist if pD ≤ 1+aD

1−wD

2. If pD > 1+aD
1−wD

, D plays CD, then the low type has an incentive to deviate

from this separating strategy. Hence, no PBE pD > 1+aD
1−wD

.

– No separating equilibrium.

• Pooling Equilibrium:

– Both types of C will challenge the status quo:

{

q = pD with probability pD

q = pD with probability 1− pD
(13)

– Hence, this is the same as in the baseline model. Hence, the pooling equilibrium
exists if pD > 1+aD

1−wD
.

• Semi-Pooling Equilibrium:

– Posterior bliefs
{

q = pD
pD+(1−pD)·b

with probability pD

q = pD with probability 1− pD
(14)

– D’s problem: If pD ≤ 1+aD
1−wD

, D will always RS with probability 1 − pD and

D will probabilistically RS at the rate of r = 1
1+aC

with probability pD. If

pD > 1+aD
1−wD

, D will always CD with probability 1 − pD and probabilistically

resist at the rate of r = 1
1+aC

with probability 1− pD. This is because:

1. With probability 1 − pD, D’s posterior belief is q = pD. Hence, D plays
RS if pD ≤ 1+aD

1−wD
and CD if pD > 1+aD

1−wD
.

2. With probability pD, D’s posterior belief is q = pD
pD+(1−pD)·b

. Hence, D

mixes its behavior with probability r because the low type mixes its action
with probability b. D pick the probability of resistance r so that the
low type of C will be indifferent between CH and SQ in equilibrium:
EUC(CH|low) = EUC(SQ|low), or

r(−aC) + (1− r) · 1 = 0

r =
1

1 + aC
. (15)

– C’s best response:
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1. The expected utility for the higher type of C from this semi-pooling equi-
librium is

uC(CH) =

{

pD(
1

1+aC
· wC + aC

1+aC
· 1) + (1− pD)wC if pD ≤ 1+aD

1−wD

pD(
1

1+aC
· wC + aC

1+aC
· 1) + (1− pD) if pD > 1+aD

1−wD

(16)
So, the high type has no incentive to deviate iff uC(CH) ≥ uC(SQ)

pD ≥
aCwC + wC

aCwC − aC
if pD ≤

1 + aD

1− wD

(17)

pD ≥
1 + aC

1− wC

if pD >
1 + aD

1− wD

(18)

Since pD < 1, the first condition implies that aCwC+wC

aCwC−aC
< 1, or

wC < −aC . (19)

That is, the IC condition for the high type (i.e., xC ≥ −aC) implies wC <

−aC . This contradiction suggests that the semi-pooling equilibrium does
not exist.

4.4 Incomplete Information Approach

This approach explains differences in (posterior) beliefs among players by different in-
formation. Different information about the true state of the world among players (i.e.,
asymmetric information) results in different posterior beliefs. Hence, it is assumed that
it is possible to represent (or write down or explain) any uncertain environment by some
state space. This is the approach taken by Wagner (1992) and Bueno de Mesquita, Mor-
row and Zorick (1997). The world is partitioned into a set of possible configurations
(called “states”). Players have “beliefs” about the relative likelihood of these states of
the world. Incomplete information approach focuses on the disagreement between players
about which state of the world they are in. Within the private-information conception of
disagreement, strategic problems are about the credibility and the strategic incentives to
bluff. The baseline model analyzed in this article describes this problem.
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